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ASA Electronics® Provides Complete Entertainment Package to Forest River
Vengeance Line
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. – ASA Electronics is pleased to
announce that Forest River Vengeance and
Vengeance Touring lines will feature a complete
suite of JENSEN® audio visual products for model
year 2018.
“I wanted JENSEN® for their complete package
reputation. All of their products really do function as
a cohesive system. My customers can download
their jControl app to control everything,” said
Vengeance Division Sales Manager, Brad Short.
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That complete package includes two of the latest feats of engineering from ASA Electronics: the
JWM70A stereo and the JWMS350 speaker. The two-way acoustical speaker was designed for
seamless installation alongside the JWM70A stereo for a sleek, high-end look. The stereo itself
offers a full line-up of features that effortlessly integrate technology into the camping
experience, like the jCOM HDMI interface. jCom allows the stereo’s built in DVD player to
communicate directly with any of the three JENSEN® LCD TV options available on Vengeance
RVs.
“My customers are looking for something high tech but user friendly,” Short said, “JENSEN® and
ASA delivers that. From start to finish, the team at ASA is thinking of everything and they back
up their work with great customer service and their Hassle-Free Warranty.”
ASA Electronics is proud to back the complete line of JENSEN® products with a unique no-hassle
program that guarantees their products will be free from defects for 12 months. Their
professionally-trained customer service and technical support representatives are available to
help customers and technicians troubleshoot and repair any issues.
“The bottom line is, JENSEN® and ASA are what my customers want,” Short said.
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ASA Electronics® has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the
Marine, RV, PowerSports, Agricultural, Construction, Commercial Vehicle, and Bus industries
since 1977. Their proprietary brands are JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®,
Marine Audio®, Voyager® and ADVENT® Air. ASA is also a distributor in specialty markets for
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio and Polk Ultramarine® products. For more information, please visit
www.ASAElectronics.com.
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